
Live attenuated influenza vaccine 
LAIV has been shown to be more effective in children
compared with inactivated flu vaccines.
The intranasal vaccine given to children is a live attenuated
vaccine. This means that it is made from whole live viruses
that have been carefully weakened (attenuated) in a lab.
The LAIV (Fluenz Tetra®) contains a highly purified form of
gelatine derived from pigs.
Some faith groups do not accept the use of porcine gelatine in
medicinal products.
 

Quadrivalent inactivated influenza
vaccine
QIVe vaccines are made using flu viruses which have been
cultured in fertilised chicken eggs.
 
Quadrivalent vaccines are now recommended as these may
provide better protection against the circulating flu B
strain(s) which usually affect the younger age groups. 
 

Quadrivalent influenza cell cultured
vaccine
QIVc is made using a cell-based manufacturing process
which uses animal cells to grow the influenza virus. The
original cells used in the cell line in which the influenza
vaccine viruses are grown were taken in 1958 and no new
cells are used. 
There may be a potential advantage to the use of QIVc as
there is no risk of egg adaptation causing a reduction in
vaccine effectiveness.

Adjuvanted trivalent influenza vaccine
aTIV has higher immunogenicity and effectiveness than non-
adjuvanted, normal dose flu vaccines in older people.
aTIV is made using an egg-based manufacturing process. It
is a trivalent inactivated flu vaccine containing two subtypes
of Influenza A and one type B virus.

High dose trivalent influenza vaccine 
TIV-HD is a trivalent inactivated flu vaccine containing two
subtypes of Influenza A and one type B virus. It contains four
times the amount of antigen contained in standard-dose
inactivated flu vaccines. The additional antigen content is
intended to enhance the immune response in those aged 65
and over. Not available on NHS due to higher cost.
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To be used in conjunction with:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/immunisation-against-infectious-disease-the-green-book
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/immunisation-patient-group-direction-pgd


